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Abstract: Without mechanical compliance robots rely on controlled environments and precision
equipment to avoid clashes and large contact forces when interacting with an external workpiece, e.g.,
a peg-in-hole (PiH) task. In such cases, passive compliance devices are used to reduce the insertion
force (and in turn the robot payload) while guiding corrective motions. Previous studies in this
field are limited to small misalignments and basic PiH geometries inapplicable to prevalent robotic
and autonomous systems (RASs). In addition to these issues, our work argues that there is a lack
of a unified approach to the development of passive compliance systems. To this end, we propose
a higher-level design approach using robust engineering design (RED) methods. In a case study,
we demonstrated this general approach with a Taguchi design framework, developing a remote
centre compliant (RCC) end-effector for robotic train fluid servicing. For this specific problem, a
pseudo-rigid-body model (PRBM) is suggested in order to save enormous computation time in
design, modelling, and optimisation. Our results show that the compliant end-effector is capable of
significantly reducing the insertion force for large misalignments up to 15 mm and 6 degrees.

Keywords: robotic and autonomous systems; rolling stock maintenance; passive compliance; compliant
mechanism; remote centre compliance; robust design; peg in hole

1. Introduction

Pre-COVID estimates predicted UK rail traffic to surge significantly by 2047, requiring
a proportionate increase in the national passenger fleet of between 5500 and 12,000 vehicles,
around a 100% increase [1]. More recent post-COVID numbers from the Department of
Transport (DoT) show that rail traffic is returning to previous levels. Therefore, estimates
of significant growth are certainly back in play. Conversely, new ways of working, such as
‘hybrid’ and ‘work from home’ schemes, will slightly reduce expected peak-time commutes.
Regardless of uncertainties, the rail industry seeks to meet higher demand and develop a
competitive edge against other modes of transport. Alongside all emerging new technolo-
gies for rolling stock and rail infrastructure, RASs have captured our attention. RASs are
expanding beyond manufacturing and industrial plants. They will save lives as part of
the medical sector and achieve tasks that are difficult or undesirable for humans, e.g., in
the hazardous environments of nuclear or space facilities [2,3]. As our society progresses,
more repetitive, dirty, or out-of-hours heavy industrial tasks will see labour shortages.
RASs will improve work efficiency and reliability, hence many industries such as rail are
actively seeking new RASs. Consider, for example, robotic train fluid servicing, which can
increase depot capacity, and reduce running costs and the need for new depots to meet
future demand [4,5].

The key challenge arises from the accuracy and speed limitations of existing industrial
robots in autonomous positioning within outdoor, unstructured, and semi-unstructured
environments [6]. These tend to be the environments in which train maintenance is con-
ducted [7]. High-throughput and tight-tolerance tasks tend to be engineering-related, for
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example, coupling, assembly, or replacing of mechanical parts, common to many RAS
applications. For example, in manufacturing assembly [8] and prevailing applications in
automated aeroplane fuselage assembly [9], autonomous satellite servicing [10,11], car refu-
elling, and in our specific case train fluid servicing [5,12]. Considering our previous work
and the existing literature, robot compliance seems the most common and cost-effective
method of fast robot alignment for train maintenance. In the following, we discuss existing
issues around compliance design and how our proposed approach will contribute.

The relationship between the motion and forces generated by a robotic manipulator
and an external part at their point of contact (e.g., end-effector) is defined as robot com-
pliance. This can be divided into two categories, where passive compliance is defined as
intrinsic structural deflections such as the flexibility of the robot, while active compliance
is achieved by controlling robot actuators and servo motions [13]. Active compliance is
easily reprogrammed for a range of tasks, reducing the physical elements and their corre-
sponding complexities. However, it also presents disadvantages, such as relatively slow
dynamic responses and a reliance on sophisticated sensors and control systems, which can
result in a complex and expensive system. On the other hand, passive compliance is an
inherent mechanical capability, considered more reliable, faster in operation, and cheaper
to manufacture [14]. These qualities are better suited for high-throughput applications
that seek economic efficiency, such as train maintenance. Compliant mechanisms are in-
herently elastic and underactuated, naturally providing an arbitrary amount of passive
compliance [15]. Despite this, they must be designed to guarantee compliance performance
to a required degree. The pioneering work in manufacturing PiH assembly [16,17] dis-
cusses compliant wrists with RCC, accommodating certain misaligned shaft-bearing (PiH)
insertions. Compliance in other robotics, actuators, joints [18,19], or manipulators [20,21],
absorb unexpected crashes and improve safety. Compliant and soft grippers adapt to
a range of object shapes or provide gripping despite misalignments [22–24]. There are
also various applications in minimally intrusive surgeries [25,26], exoskeletons [27], and
prosthetics [28] which accommodate unexpected human behaviour or various body part
shapes. PiH insertions are the topic most related to train fluid servicing, which requires
the assembly of fluid couplers. Achieving the coupling at high speed and low insertion
force is the key to meeting the economical requirements of the rail industry. However, as
we delved further into the existing literature, we observed idealised mating geometries,
represented as either simple cylinders or squares [8,9,29–31]. This is far too rudimentary to
represent train fluid ports with mechanical features for sealed, secured, and high-pressure
flows. Furthermore, previous studies have proposed analytical models that only predict
the insertion force over a small range of misalignments (typically under 2 mm in parallel
and a 1◦ angle) [9,16,31,32]. This is not very useful for unstructured outdoor conditions
that impose larger uncertainty in robot sensor measurements. Consequently, designers may
resort to trial-and-error approaches with FEA. Due to the dynamic nature of the problem,
which includes nonlinear contact and large deformations, such FEA models will be very
time consuming and difficult to run.

Beyond these specific issues with the PiH problem, we have noticed another more
general pattern across the literature on passive compliance devices [16–28]. The structure
of papers follows a common approach where, due to a specific problem, a compliant
mechanism is synthesised, modelled, and analysed to showcase its performance for the
intended task. This is great, but it does not guarantee or make clear how we may implement
that approach for innovative solutions to new problems. This level of guidance is only
useful when working with the same design form within similar parametric and application
limits. Based on our experience, such a scenario is a rare luxury in the development of new
RAS in outdoor and unstructured environments. Accordingly, there is a need for a unified
and generalised compliance design approach.

Inspired by RED methodologies [33,34], we demonstrate a new outlook which distin-
guishes compliance design through the existence of certain uncertainties. This has resulted
in a higher-level design framework that is independent of design forms, models, applica-
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tions, or parametric limits. We further claim contribution in implementing the methodology
for developing an RCC end-effector in new train maintenance applications. This includes
modelling the insertion force within the complicated PiH problem where, as compared to
finite element analysis (FEA), the suggested PRBM approach reduces computational costs
by orders of magnitude. We have not found these didactics in the existing literature.

In Section 2, we introduce and discuss the general methodology. Subsequent sub-
sections delve into the train fluid servicing case study within a classic design process,
demonstrating how to ensure compliance with specifications. Section 3 covers an illustra-
tion and discussion of the case study results. Lastly, in Section 4, we discuss and conclude
the key outcomes and subtleties.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. The Proposed Approach

Passive compliance design problems in this work can be distinguished by the existence
of some kind of uncertainty, which manifests itself through the force–displacement rela-
tionship at the point of contact between a robot and an external workpiece. Uncertainties
between mating parts may include misalignments, geometrical dimensions, surface finish
(friction), etc. Hereafter, these are referred to as noise factors. The compliant mechanism
must convert all mechanical inputs into feasible output loads and displacements, which
in turn achieve a task, delivering performance. In passive compliance applications, this is
usually regulating forces, providing guiding motions, or transferring the load. Such quan-
tifiable performance measures will be referred to as responses. The geometry, dimensions,
topology, and material properties of the mechanism are controllable factors that are set by
the designer. Hereafter, these are referred to as design factors. In some form or another,
design and noise factors are related to the compliance performance of the mechanism;
see Figure 1. There must also exist a set of design factors (a design configuration) which
minimises the effect of all uncontrollable noise factors on the response. If we can identify
this set and ensure the response meets our pre-specified requirements, we have solved the
design problem and ensured robustness too.
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Generally, RED aims to minimise performance variance (or standard deviation (SD))
and maximise performance mean. This is subject to a feasible interval of design factors
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and possible noise. This may be formulated as a multi-objective optimisation problem as
shown below:

min
(
Y, YSD

)
Subjectto :

xmin ≤ x ≤ xmax
zmin ≤ z ≤ zmax

(1)

where Y and YSD are, respectively, the mean and standard deviation for performance. x
and z are the design and noise factors, respectively.

Since we are interested in the design configuration which results in the best mean and
SD, these two quantities are calculated at every design configuration across the noise variables.

Y =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

Yi (2)

YSd =

√
∑n

i=1
(
Yi − Y

)2

n− 1
(3)

where Y is the observed value for the given design configuration, and n is the number of
performance evaluations across the set of noise configurations.

The above can be satisfied through a series of tests that may be structured through
many approaches. Ref. [34] illustrates this for design of experiments (DoEs), Ref. [33] makes
a comparison between DoEs and genetic algorithms (GAs). There are other approaches
such as sensitivity-based optimisation or the Taguchi method [35], which can be considered
the simplest approach. Regardless of how the tests are structured, the classification of the
performance measure Y will be common to any approach. This should be established as
a specification metric or requirement. In the case of passive compliance applications, we
have categorised them as listed below.

Force regulation and accommodation:

Given an uncertain input load or displacement, a particular force quality (e.g., force
in a particular direction) must be controlled. For example, in PiH problems the aim is to
reduce the insertion forces during the task, i.e.,

Y = Fz (4)

where Fz is a force in a particular direction, in this example the z-direction.

Load/displacement transfer:

Given an uncertain input, some amount of output displacement or load is required.
In such cases we may look at the quantity at the output port of the mechanism, in which
case the performance measure looks like Formula (4). However, it may be more beneficial
to control the load transfer efficiency and geometrical and mechanical advantages. In
compliant mechanism design, transfer efficiency avoids unnecessary strain energy storage.
Hence, as an example, any one or all of these metrics may be optimised for

Y =

[
−dout

din
;−Fout

Fin
;−Foutdout

Findin

]
(5)

where d denotes displacement and F denotes force. The subscripts denote the input
(in) or output (out) port of the mechanism. From right to left, the 3 expressions are
geometric advantage, mechanical advantage, and efficiency. The negative sign changes the
minimisation problem to maximisation.

Displacement function, path, or motion generation:
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Given a certain input load or displacement, the mechanism’s output port should move
according to a function or path. In this case, the displacement error (perhaps a sum of
errors) to the path or function would be the performance measure, i.e.,

Y =
p

∑
i=1

(
dout,i − dtarget, i

)2 (6)

where dtarget, i is the target displacement at precision point i. There are p precision points
that approximate the desired output function from a given load.

Any other set of measurable performance measures can be considered. When imple-
mented within a general design procedure [36], the proposed RED approach will result in a
very general method of passive compliance design, not bounded by a particular geometry
or misalignment limit. This remains practically true for as long as it is possible to feasibly
evaluate the performance many times over, satisfying the search nature of the process. As
the number of design and noise factors increases, the design space will also expand. In
most search algorithms, this tends to increase the number of tests, and the time and effort
required. Hence, modelling becomes a crucial part of this process which will be dependent
on the exact problem. Maintaining generality, we follow a typical design process of defin-
ing, designing, modelling, and testing [36]; see Figure 2. The first step is to investigate the
requirements to understand the mechanism’s specifications. Design concepts potentially
delivering the required performance are then established. At this point, the design, noise,
and responses should be clear, and defined within a search algorithm, e.g., DoE, GA, or
Taguchi. We must then model the problem and execute the search. Depending on the
specific approach, various forms of results relating to mean and variance are obtained. This
should drive the initial design towards specifications. Very briefly, we demonstrate the
application of this methodology in a case study.
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2.2. Case Study
2.2.1. Problem Definition

Figure 3 shows the process and issue of coupling train fluid ports within our au-
tonomous train fluid servicing system called CyberFluids [4,5,7,12]. We have introduced
this system and investigated its performance in our previous work. We saw insertion forces
of up to 600 N for 5 mm parallel misalignment. Considering that a human exerts between
50 and 100 N, we concluded this force is too large especially for such small misalignments.
This work will be targeting less than 200 N for misalignments of 15 mm parallel and
5 degrees angular (based on the assumptions in Table 1). We seek a new end-effector
design since we were not able to reach these values with the initial design; see the mission
statement in Table 2.
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Table 1. The sources and amounts of misalignment possible in train maintenance.

Source of Misalignment Linear (+/−mm) Angular (+/− deg)

Inaccuracy of robot
mechanical movement 1 0.5

Inaccuracy of robot
positioning relative to train 1 0.5

Unintentional dimensional,
i.e., due to wear tolerances 3 1

Train suspension motion, e.g.,
due to wear or load 10 3

Sum of misalignments 15 5
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Table 2. Mission statement of the design purposes.

Statement Description

Project 1. Compliant end-effector for coupling of hoses in train fluid servicing.

Benefit
1. Reduced cost and requirements on the robot side, i.e., a less complicated system with
reduced degrees-of-freedom (DoFs) and payload. 2. Reduced operational forces for reduced
health and safety risks.

Goal
1. End-effector designs with misalignment range of +/15 mm linear, 5 deg angular.
2. Reduce operating forces, to 150 N.
3. Incorporate compliant mechanisms to take advantage of their inherent benefits (i.e., costs).

Assumptions
1. Robot is a Cartesian system like the CyberFluids system.
2. Dixon fluid ports are used in the end-effector, and train fluid ports are standardised
using adapters.

2.2.2. Design

Here, we will investigate a compliant end-effector with RCC capabilities [16]. The
aforementioned work has found this to be useful in shaft-bearing insertions that are rep-
resentable by a cylindrical PiH task. The fluid coupling process is very similar, but the
geometry is different to a cylinder since extra grooves and geometric features are required
for the latches and gaskets (see Figure 4). According to [8], geometric features such as
chamfers and undercut grooves increase the misalignment range; hence, we believe these
fluid ports can achieve large misalignments.
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Generally, an RCC device for cylindrical PiH shapes requires 4 DoFs (2 translational
and 2 rotational). The insertion axis must be constrained and stiff to accommodate the
insertion forces. Angular misalignment may be slightly augmented or corrected during
chamfer crossing. This will also depend on the position of the RCC point. Typically (for
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small misalignments), the stiffness of the angular stage is much higher than the linear stage
to enable parallel travel across the chamfer; see Figure 5. The same figure presents two
possible misalignment scenarios which may occur upon entry. There are four possible entry
cases (in 2D); however, due to symmetry, analysis across two cases is sufficient.
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The insertion and contact forces drive the motion of the peg during the coupling
process. If the RCC point is far from the tip, the resulting turning moments due to the
contact forces are larger. In one entry scenario in Figure 5, this causes more corrective
motion, but in the other, it causes more angular misalignment. By setting the RCC point
near the tip of the part, in both cases, the turning moment is equalised. Augmentation of the
angular misalignment is reduced since the moment arm is minimised for both cases. When
the peg is inside the hole there is more chance of wedging and jamming, a similar corrective
motion is achieved for this scenario. For the case where the hole is being carried by the
end-effector, the RCC can be set halfway through the chamfer to achieve similar effects.

A remote centre of motion (RCM) can be attained through various linkage arrange-
ments [37]. For cross-flexure-based compliant mechanisms, beams arranged with an
instantaneous centre of rotation create an RCC effect, as constraint lines coincide at the
point of rotation. Essentially, by constraining all irrelevant DoFs, RCC is attained. For this
academic endeavour, we will use one of the 2-DoF modules (Figure 4) required as part of
the complete 4-DoF end-effector. The results obtained for this module will translate across
to an identical module constituting the end-effector.

2.2.3. Modelling

We use a PRBM approach to compare with FEA with LS Dyna. The first step is to
convert this compliant mechanism to its rigid body equivalent. According to the PRBM
method [15], the beams comprising the parallel stage can be considered as fixed-guided
beams (see Figure 6) since the angles between the motion stage and beam-ends do not vary
relative to the fixed stage. Since both beams are identical, all four pseudo-springs on the
parallel stage have the same stiffness, given by

Kp = 2γK∅
EI
l

(7)

where K∅ and γ are parametric coefficients known as the stiffness coefficient and character-
istic radius factor, respectively. These parameters depend on the loading conditions and are
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typically updated during the analysis. However, for a large range of loading conditions,
these values can be nearly constant, given as [15]

γ = 0.852144− 0.0182867n ;
f or− 1.8316 < n < 0.5

(8)

Kθ = 2.654855− 0.0509896n + 0.0126749n2 − 0.00142039n3 + 0.00000584525n4;
f or− 1 < n < 10

(9)

where n is the load factor, which is the proportion of lateral force in the axial direction on
the beam. n is positive for compressive loads and zero where there is only a lateral force
present. γ also reveals the position of the torsional springs (and revolute joints) along the
beam. At this point, the rigid body equivalent of the parallel stage is fully defined.
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For the angular stage, we follow the 3R model [38], where the torsional stiffness of the
pseudo-springs is given by

Ki = kici

(
EI
L

)
(10)

Each beam has 3 springs with stiffness Ki at locations γi [38]. The rigid equivalent of
the mechanism and PiH problem is modelled (see Figure 7) using a numerical rigid body
solver, in our case SolidWorks Motion analysis. This package allows for the addition of the
following simulation elements and settings that we have used to model the problem.
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• Linear motor: This is the robot arm which follows a linear path at a constant speed.
• Solid-body contacts: This is defined between the peg and the hole. We have found that

increasing the stiffness and damping of the contact provides more accurate results; for
fluid coupling we use 200,000 N/mm and 100 Ns/mm.
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• Contact resolution is set to “precise contact”, with an integrator accuracy of 0.001 to
ensure analytically sound results. The integrator used is WSTIFF, which responds
better to abrupt changes (e.g., impact and contact separation).

• The number of frames per second is set to 50 for all insertions below 5 mm/s; for
higher speeds, >5 mm/s and <15 mm/s, we use 100 FPS.

• SolidWorks motion analysis encourages no redundant DoFs, resulting from the mating
of components to provide accurate force results. Redundant mates may be replaced
with “bushings” with high stiffness, typically in the order of 10 × 107 N/mm. This
stiffness is many orders of magnitude greater than the compliance of the mechanism,
hence it will not induce noticeable error.

The FEA simulation package used is LS-Dyna, which is available with the Ansys
workbench. This explicit dynamic approach is more suitable, since rigid body translations
are resolved and there are no convergence iterations in solving the equation of motion
(Formula (11)). The caveat is that there are difficulties in meshing and controlling the
time steps for feasible run times. This is due to the time-step calculations being based
on the critical Courant number (Formula (12)). This condition ensures that stress-wave
propagation through the elements is captured in the simulation. Time steps beyond that
cause instabilities and invalid results. There is no stress wave through an ideally rigid body.
Thus, the time steps are independent of the rigid body mesh, so refinement can be allocated
to these important contact regions with little added expense. Figure 8 is a typical setup
used for modelling fluid coupling. Ansys quad shell elements are used for the compliant
mechanism and tetrahedral solid elements are used for the fluid couplers. The boundary
conditions are fixed supports (zero displacements) at the end-effector/robot mount point
and applied displacements (remote displacement option) at the fluid port. Contact is
defined between all outer surfaces of the fluid port and all inner surfaces of the coupler.
The contact formulation is augmented Lagrange. The coupler is attached to the motion
stage of the end-effector with rigid constraint joints. Connecting bodies are bonded with
mesh adjustments which ensure common nodes between connecting surfaces. Materials
are defined as isotropic. For both the FEA and PRBM models, friction is maintained as a
constant value.

M U′′ (t) + C U′(t) + KU(t) = F(t) (11)Machines 2023, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 17 
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In the above formulation, M, C, and K are, respectively, the mass, damping, and
stiffness matrices. F is the loads, U is the displacements, and t is time.

tcrit =
f L
C

(12)

where f is a numerical safety/scale factor and takes values of 0–1, L is the characteristic length
of the smallest flexible element, and C is the speed of sound through the flexible material.

2.2.4. RED Plan

In the following, we use a Taguchi approach, since it requires minimum statistical
effort with a small number of runs for 2 design factors and 2 noise factors. The 2 noise
factors are linear and angular misalignments. Each factor at 2 levels yields a total of 16 runs.
The aim is to identify the most suitable configuration that yields the best mean performance
with the least variability for a prototype end-effector. Tables 3 and 4 discuss the details for
each run. We consider high (1) and low (0) settings to correspond to the top and bottom of
the range bounds, respectively. Taguchi’s signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) aims to indicate the
desirable solution; in our case it translates to the “smaller is better” formula:

S
N

= −10 log

(
∑n

i=1
(
Y2

i
)

n

)
(13)

Table 3. Experiment variables and their settings.

Experiment Variable Symbol Model Comparison Study RED Study Units

Overall length L 0.9 0.7 to 0.11 N/mm
Thickness ratio T2/T1 1.2 1.2 to 1.5 -
Linear misalignment e0 5 5 to 15 mm
Angular misalignment
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Experiment Variable Symbol Model Comparison Study RED Study Units 
Overall length L 0.9 0.7 to 0.11 N/mm 
Thickness ratio T2/T1 1.2 1.2 to 1.5 - 
Linear misalignment  e0 5 5 to 15 mm 
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Config # L T2/T1 Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y YSD S/N
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2 1 0 103 69 54.5 61 71.88 21.58 −32.85
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The design factors selected for this study are the overall effective length L and the
thickness ratio of the angular and parallel beams. Please refer back to Figure 4 for an
illustration and nomenclature. Note that parameters such as the effective overall length, L,
and width, w, are shared between the linear and angular stages. That is, L geometrically
constrains La. The RCC point is kept in the middle of the funnel, 10 mm outside the mouth
of the hole. We measure the performance as the maximum insertion force (Y = Fz) using
the PRBM model.

3. Results

Figure 9 shows the comparison of the FEA and PRBM models in estimating the
insertion force. A generally good match is observed, with the two lines almost overlaid.
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The maximum difference between the results during the whole coupling process is up
to 12%.
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Figure 9. Comparison of PRBM and FEA in measuring the insertion force during the coupling process.

The PRBM simulation takes ~10 min with an Intel I7 H series, RAM of 16 GB and 6 GB
GPU. For the FEA simulation with a time step of ~2.5 × 10−7, the simulation time is ~35 h
on the same PC.

Table 4 shows the configurations and results of the Taguchi experiments that were
performed using the PRBM model. We can see that config1 has the lowest SD while config2
results in the lowest mean. Config2 results in the best SNR value, indicating that it is
potentially the best configuration.

Figures 10 and 11 provide further insight into the mean effect of design factor levels
on the mean and standard deviation of the insertion force. The way we obtained this figure
was by averaging the observed values for the given design factor level. We can see that
increasing L reduces the insertion forces and the opposite is true for T2/T1. Increasing both
design factors results in a reduction in the standard deviation, with L being more effective
at this. Looking at the results in Table 4, configuration 2 has the best SNR and the best mean
performance. However, a 50% lower standard deviation is achieved in configuration 1.
This is at the cost of a 43% decrease in the mean performance. We can also see that the SNRs
for configurations 1 and 2 are quite close. Thus, if the reduction in mean performance is
feasible, then configuration 1 is a more robust design. Accordingly, in the Taguchi approach,
it is always best practice to evaluate the mean and standard deviation alongside the SNR for
more informed decisions. We can confirm that higher values of T2/T1 reduce the standard
deviation but decrease the performance (higher force). For the given experimental range of
variables, we can conclude that both T2/T1 and L have a high impact on both the standard
deviation and the mean. Finally, the obtained results facilitate actuator sizing for insertion.
We can estimate the required payload Factuator by assuming a Gaussian distribution:

Factuator =
(
Y + 3YSD

)
(14)

Common practice is to use the above “three sigma” rule to ensure a 99.73% chance
that the maximum possible force is accounted for. We should also allow up to 10% due
to simulation inaccuracies and up to 10% oversizing. Hence, as an example, for design
configuration #1, we need a robot payload of at least 135.61 N, which can be rounded up
to 150 N. We selected this configuration for our prototyping since it has a lower standard
deviation, and the actuator force is feasible for our applications.
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4. Discussions and Conclusions

A special kind of flexibility (compliance) is required to complete certain automated
tasks in railway vehicle maintenance, where an uncertain contact occurs between the
robot and the train. We can achieve compliance through the mechanical design of the
robot and/or workpiece interface on the train. In this work, we developed and shared
various modelling and analysis tools that enable robust and effective passive compliance
design. In particular, for the development of compliant end-effectors in train fluid servicing.
Nonetheless, our methodology stands as a general and novel take on the problem relatable
to many applications. Some limitations of our work include the assumption of cheap-to-
implement models; it can be argued that as the numbers of design and noise factors increase,
the number of performance evaluations increase significantly to satisfy the expanded design
space. Furthermore, the selection of the design factor ranges is also slightly uncertain since
it will depend on the experience and intuition of the designer. Thus, these factors should
be considered upon taking up the proposed approach.
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The particular end-effector design studied proved more successful than our previ-
ous development for train fluid servicing, reducing the maximum insertion forces by
around 300% while increasing the misalignment range three-fold. Furthermore, we have
demonstrated how to efficiently model passive compliance problems with PRBM, which
is 14,000% faster than classic FEA modelling. These are significant achievements facili-
tated by our proposed methodology and modelling approach, which considers previously
overlooked practical aspects of design, large deformations, and complex geometries of
interacting components.

The rail industry may benefit from this line of work in the development of:

1. Compliant robotics for autonomous train fluid servicing in a retrofittable manner;
2. New standardised fluid port interfaces and adaptors for robot-friendly maintenance;
3. New interfaces and compliant robotics for other tasks, e.g., shoe gear replacement;
4. Robotic rolling stock manufacturing.

Overall, the rail industry will benefit significantly by incorporating compliant end-
effectors in the future design of trains and autonomous systems for maintenance. We
have shown how to reduce the robot payload and precision requirements, resulting in
much more economical solutions for mass-scale applications. However, encouraging
train manufacturers to incorporate very small design changes which enable robot-friendly
maintenance will further reduce robot requirements and costs. In terms of servicing fluids,
this translates to easily accessible fluid ports, and standardised fluid ports and coupling
interfaces, that we assumed to be the camlock coupling. In the future, there will be more
detailed considerations of fluid port requirements and standardised interfaces for rolling
stock maintenance. Perhaps this is a subject for our future work.
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